Way Things are Done in Rowan.

"Wm. Drvis and Arthur Glascock, of Maysville, went to Johnson County, last week," says the Flemingsburg Gazette, "and bought 156 hogs and a bunch of cattle. To assist in bringing the stock home two Johnson men were employed.

"Near Hogtown they were stopped and two men laid claim to six hogs, and said their hogs and trouble was worth $45, which was paid to avoid trouble. Davis and Glascock then passed on unmolested to within a mile of Morehead, where parties named Kitchen and Ferguson claimed a hog each. The stock was then driven to Morehead by the drivers, as directed by Ferguson and Kitchen. There they were put up in a lot to remain till the Rowan parties were satisfied for their hogs and trouble.

"One of the men in charge says Craig Tolliver informed them that they might consider themselves under arrest, at the time the $45 was claimed. After it, was paid they were then permitted to proceed.

"The stock remains in Morehead, and Rowan highwaymen rejoice that all is lovely in their neck of the woods."

A dispatch from Flemingsburg says Mr. Glascock has gone to Frankfort to see the Governor about the matter.